During a hypersonic entry into Earth's atmosphere, a massive amount of freestream kinetic energy is converted across a strong shock wave into translational energy of the gas. Depending on the shock intensity, different physico-chemical processes may take place, such as excitation of the internal energy modes, dissociation of the molecules, ionization of the atoms and molecules. These non-equilibrium phenomena are strongly coupled to each other. At high re-entry speeds, a significant portion of the heating experienced by the spacecraft can be due to radiation and is highly influenced by the shape of the internal energy distribution function. Concentration of the gas species and distribution of their internal energy level populations can be estimated by means of either multi-temperature models (Gnoffo et al. 1989; Park 1990; Candler & MacCormack 1991) or collisional radiative models Capitelli et al. 2002; Bourdon & Bultel 2008a) .
transitions between the electronic states are considered and the rovibrational levels of the molecules are populated according to Boltzmann distributions at temperatures T v and T r . In vibrational state-to-state models, transitions between the vibrational states of the molecules are also considered and only a rotational temperature is defined. For both types of models, intensive computational time requirements do not allow for efficient implementation in multi-dimensional codes, most calculations are thus performed by means of 0-D and 1-D flow solvers. Finally, in rovibrational state-to-state models, no internal temperature is required. It is interesting to note that rovibrational models have not been proposed so far, due to the computational time limitations and lack of knowledge of the reaction rates.
When using CR models, we distinguish several ways to deal with time integration and coupling with flow solvers. The most widely used approach for time integration is the Quasi-Steady-State (QSS) approximation (Park 1990 ). This method is based on the simplifying assumption that the characteristic time of processes involving excited states is extremely fast compared to the one of the flow; therefore, concentrations of the species on excited states adjust almost instantaneously to the flow changes. The QSS assumption can be used either for all excited levels or only for a limited number of them (e.g., high-lying electronic levels). Various QSS CR models have been used in 0-D. For example, the electronic state-to-state models given in Teulet et al. (2001) and the vibrational state-to-state model given in Chauveau et al. (2003) have been developed to study nonequilibrium effects in recombining plasmas at atmospheric pressure characterized by a free electron temperature larger than the heavy-particle temperature. QSS CR models can be loosely coupled to flow codes (Park 1990) ; the profiles of the thermodynamic variables (pressure, temperatures and species mass fractions) are derived based on a flow calculation, then the populations of excited states are obtained at each desired location in the flow by means of a QSS CR model. Johnston (2006) has used this approach to study the influence of the non-equilibrium distribution of the electronic energy levels of atoms and molecules of air after a strong shock and has shown that non-equilibrium populations strongly affect the radiative heat fluxes.
The second approach for time integration is the so-called time-dependent CR model, in which balance equations are solved simultaneously for all species on ground and excited states without any constraint on the relaxation times of the excited levels. Recently, a time-dependent electronic state-to-state CR model for air has been developed and used in 0-D by Bultel et al. (2006) . Different typical re-entry flow conditions have been studied and significant differences have been observed between the species concentrations calculated with their CR model and some widely used multi-temperature kinetic mechanisms. Time-dependent CR models can be either loosely or directly coupled to flow codes. The loosely coupled, or Lagrangian approach, is particularly well-adapted when the concentrations of excited states are much lower than those of the ground state. In this method, the profiles of the thermodynamic variables are also derived based on a flow computation. Then, in a second step, the excited species mass fractions are obtained by following accurately in time a cell of fluid. For example, this method has been used for entries into the atmosphere of Titan (Magin et al. 2006) ; for low-pressure conditions, significant deviations of the excited electronic state populations of nitrogen molecules from QSS predictions have been observed in the near-shock region. In the directly coupled approach, state-to-state equations are solved simultaneously with classical conservation equations of the flow, this approach is the most general one. Capitelli et al. (2002) have studied vibrational non-equilibrium in supersonic air nozzle flows. Park (2006) has shown that the populations of upper vibrational levels deviate from a Boltzmann equilibrium and are strongly affected by the air chemistry, in particular, by the Zel'dovich reaction between molecular nitrogen and atomic oxygen.
In this work, we propose to study FIRE II (Cauchon 1967) , a flight experiment carried out in 1960s to estimate the heating experienced by a capsule at high re-entry speeds (≥ 10 km/s). The data, collected by measuring directly the incident radiation using on-board radiometers, can be used for the validation of flow solver and physical models. In the analysis that follows, we focus our attention on three trajectory points: 1634 s, 1636 s and 1643 s (elapsed time from the launch). The first two points chosen belong to the earlier part of the trajectory where the flow exhibits strong non-equilibrium effects, whereas for the last point under consideration, the gas is close to equilibrium conditions. The investigation is carried out by means of a hybrid model that combines the use of an electronic state-to-state CR model for the electronic levels of the nitrogen and oxygen atoms and describes the thermal non-equilibrium effects of the energy modes of the other species by means of a multi-temperature model. This choice is justified for the high temperatures reached at high-speeds (≥ 10 km/s), since the contribution to the radiative component of the heat flux is dominated by atomic lines and continuum radiation (Johnston 2006; Bose et al. 2006) , the molecules being almost completely dissociated in this temperature range. The rates of the electronic-specific reactions are based on the data of the electronic state-to-state CR model recently developed by Bultel et al. (2006) . Our time-dependent CR model is directly coupled with a 1-D flow solver to simulate shock-tube experiments, allowing for a thorough analysis of the validity of the QSS assumption. Conservation equations of mass, momentum, global energy, vibrational energy and free-electron energy are solved simultaneously. The large number of elementary processes considered in the model allows for a better understanding of the kinetic mechanisms for air plasmas.
Physico-chemical model

Collisional radiative model
In this study, we consider a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen and their products:
+ and e − , accounting for 46 electronic energy levels for atomic nitrogen and 40 levels for atomic oxygen, allowing for accurate calculation of (a) ionization of the N and O atoms by electron impact; (b) the net population of the metastable states resulting from electron-induced processes. Coupling of the atom electronic energy levels through the different elementary processes allows for explicit determination of their excitation and the radiative signature of the plasma without using any a priori assumption on their populations. The vibrational energy level populations of the N 2 , O 2 , and NO molecules are assumed to follow Boltzmann distributions at the vibrational temperatures T vN2 , T vO2 and T vNO , respectively; the vibrational populations of the other molecules are associated with the vibration of the N 2 molecule. The rotational energy level populations are assumed to follow Boltzmann distributions at the translational temperature T of the gas. The CR model yields the electronic state populations of the N and O atoms. Thus, their electronic temperature does not need to be specified. The electronic energy populations of the other species are assumed to follow Boltzmann distributions at the translational temperature T e of the free electrons. In this work, we assume one common temperature T vN2 = T e for the vibration of N 2 and for the translation of the free electrons and electronic excitation of the species following a Boltzmann distribution. The rates of the electronic-specific reactions are based on the data of the electronic state-to-state CR model recently developed by Bultel et al. (2006) . A complementary set of reaction rates is taken from Park et al. (2001) . For excitation and ionization of the higher states of N and O, we have used the cross-sections proposed by Drawin (1969) and expressed the rate coefficients under an analytical form derived from integration of these cross-sections over a Boltzmann distribution at the electron T e . At speeds higher than 10 km/s, the radiative signature is based on spontaneous emission of the N and O atoms by grouping elementary levels having similar characteristics. The equivalent spontaneous emission probability of each level has been computed based on the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) database, in total, 45 spontaneous emission lines for N and 24 lines for O.
Shock-tube flow solver
We have developed a 1-D flow solver for simulation of air plasmas obtained in shocktube facilities, based on the model proposed by Magin et al. (2006) , modified to simulate re-entries at speeds ≥ 10 km/s. A radiative source term Q Rad has been added in the equation that expresses conservation of the total energy, since radiative transitions tend to deplete the flow energy for an optically thin medium. The contribution of the free electron energy has been considered, since the flow is significantly ionized.
Conservation equations
Post-shock conditions are derived from jump relations assuming frozen gas composition and vibrational-electronic energy modes, the rotational mode being in equilibrium with the translational mode. Then, the downstream flowfield is found by solving conservation equations of mass, momentum, global energy, vibrational energy of the N 2 molecule coupled with the free electron energy and Boltzmann-type electronic energy, and finally, vibrational energy of the O 2 and NO molecules, respectively,
Symbol S stands for the set of indices of the mixture species and E, the set of indices of
and NO + species, whose electronic energy populations are assumed to follow Boltzmann distributions. Symbols N and O stand for the set of indices of the electronic energy levels of the N and O atoms. Thus, the set of indices of the heavy particles is given by H = N ∪ O ∪ E and the set of the mixture species by S = H ∪ {e}. The mass density of species i reads ρ i , and its molar mass, M i . The mixture mass density is given by the expression ρ = j∈S ρ j , the mixture energy, e = j∈S y j e j , with the mass fraction y i = ρ i /ρ, the mixture enthalpy h = e + p/ρ, the pressure p = ρRT j∈H (y j /M j ) + ρRT e y e /M e , the flow velocity u. The species energy e i , i ∈ S, comprises the translational and formation contributions [e e = e T e (T e ) + e ] for all the molecules, where T vi is the vibrational temperature of the i molecule. Energy of molecules is computed assuming the rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator approximations based on electronic specific data.
Energy relaxation terms
Radiative losses are modeled by means of the Q Rad term, radiant power emitted per unit volume. At high-speeds, it is important to account for the energy lost by the free electrons during ionization and excitation of the atoms and molecules. Otherwise, electron impact ionization reactions, and in general all the reactions involving free electrons, produce a large amount of free electrons without depleting their kinetic energy, thus enhancing their production. This phenomenon may lead to an avalanche ionization with consequent related numerical problems, especially for high-speed conditions. The expression for the related source term for electron-impact ionization and excitation reactions reads
where ∆H r is the reaction enthalpy of the r reaction, andω e,r , the electron chemical production term of the r reaction. Symbol R denotes the set of indices of the electronimpact ionization and excitation reactions. The rate of vibrational-translational energy transfer Ω V T m follows a Landau-Teller formula with an average relaxation time based on Millikan-White's formula including Park's correction. For the vibrational-vibrational energy exchange Ω V V m , the formula proposed by Candler & MacCormack (1991) with Knab's correction has been chosen. The energy lost by electrons through elastic collisions with heavy particles is Ω ET . To model the exchange between the vibrational energy and the free-electron energy, we only consider molecular nitrogen, since this molecule is more efficient than O 2 and NO for this kind of process. This rate is assumed to follow a Landau-Teller formula.
Results
In this section, we apply the collisional radiative model to a simulation of the FIRE II flight experiment, for different physico-chemical conditions from electronic energy level populations in strong non-equilibrium to populations following Boltzmann distributions. The set of operating conditions corresponding to these three trajectory points is found in Table 1 . Freestream characteristic quantities are denoted by the subscript 1 , post-shock characteristic quantities by the subscript 2 . The mole fractions of nitrogen and oxygen are assumed to be constant through the shock (x N2 = 0.79 and x O2 = 0.21). We recall that, after the shock, the rotational temperature is equal to the post-shock gas temperature T 2 , whereas the vibrational and electron temperatures are still equal to the freestream gas temperature T 1 . Starting from the earliest trajectory points (1634 s and 1636 s), we move to a description of a point approaching peak heating (1643 s). The validity of the QSS assumption, often used to compute the excited electronic states, is investigated for the 1634 s case by comparing the electronic energy level populations of atomic nitrogen In Fig. 1 , we compare our four-temperature profiles (T = T r , T vN2 = T e , T vO2 T vNO ) with the two-temperature profiles (T = T r , T v = T e ) obtained by Johnston (2006) . While the vibrational free-electron temperature results agree quite well, discrepancies are found in the relaxation of the ro-translational temperature. In Fig. 2 , we examine the evolution of the concentrations for the different species and the electronic energy level population for atomic nitrogen. We recall that only molecular nitrogen and oxygen are present after the shock. These molecules first dissociate, in particular, molecular oxygen tends to completely disappear in favor of atomic oxygen right after the shock, while the full dissociation of molecular nitrogen is delayed. Ionization occurs simultaneously and produces free electrons, nitrogen atom ionization being more efficient than ionization of the other species. The upper electronic states are more reactive than the ground state and lower (metastable) states. Immediately after the shock, the populations of the excited levels are driven by the free electron populations that are in non-equilibrium. Moreover, the atom populations are mainly in the ground electronic state at the beginning of the relaxation, consistent with the kinetic mechanism assuming that dissociation of molecular nitrogen and oxygen generates atoms in the ground state: the number density of electrons is still low in the post-shock region. After an incubation distance where the number density of electrons significantly increases, the electronic states of atoms thermalize. The electron-impact excitation processes, O(i) + e − ⇀ ↽ O(j) + e − and N(i) + e − ⇀ ↽ N(j) + e − , are fast and the populations of excited electronic states rapidly increase. The upper states are then depleted, in particular by ionization and spontaneous emission, which explains the maximum found in the population profiles.
The number density of the electronic states of atomic nitrogen is compared in Fig. 3 at two locations after the shock with the Boltzmann and Saha distributions computed based on the electron temperature T e by keeping the atomic nitrogen concentration constant. In logarithmic scale, these distributions appear as two parallel straight lines of slope proportional to −1/T e . At 0.7 cm from the shock, the CR model predicts that the ground and metastable states follow the Boltzmann distribution, whereas the number density of the highly excited states is much lower and tend to the Saha distribution. This phenomenon is typical of non-equilibrium conditions encountered during high-speed re-entries. Excellent agreement is found with the results presented in Johnston (2006) . Moving 2.5 cm from the shock front, the flow tends toward equilibrium, and the Saha distribution tends to the Boltzmann distribution. Our model predicts that the high-lying excited states are still being depleted by radiative exchange with lower states. Our results show a higher degree of non-equilibrium than in Johnston (2006) , closer to the Boltzmann distribution.
Standard QSS model
Quasi-steady-state models (Park 1990 ) constitute a valid alternative to the timedependent CR model presented in this paper when the characteristic time of the excited state processes is very short with respect to the characteristic time of the flow. As a consequence, the set of mass conservation equations for the electronically excited states given in Eq. (2.1) can be expressed as a set of non-linear algebraic equations to be solved separately from the other conservation equations. It is important to emphasize that this operation does not reduce the computational cost if the electronic energy populations are computed everywhere in the flow. The QSS assumption is only desirable when the populations of excited states are probed at some locations of interest, for instance, along the stagnation line in multi-dimensional flow simulations, and therefore allowing for a drastic reduction of the computational cost versus the time-dependent CR model.
It is well-known that the regime of validity of the QSS assumption is strongly influenced by a sudden change in the plasma conditions, such as after a strong shock where the electron density is very scarce. Since the collisional processes are responsible for the equilibration of the internal energy states, in particular the processes involving electrons as collision partners, a lack of electrons contributes to the failure of the QSS assumption.
In the following analysis, we examine the first trajectory point at a location of 0.7 cm from the shock front. We compute the electronic energy populations of nitrogen atoms based on three models: (a) Full CR: the time-dependent CR model described in Sec. 2, (b) QSS Abba: QSS model with the same data for the atomic and radiative elementary processes as in the full CR model, (c) QSS Park: QSS model with the energy levels and data for the atomic and radiative elementary processes of Park (1990) . The main differences between the various models are the coupling method and the sets of data for the reaction rates. For both QSS models, the flow calculations have been performed by clipping the reaction rates of Park et al. (2001) in order to avoid using them out of their validity range; the translational temperature driving the rate constants has been limited to the value of 30 000 K. Moreover, the free-electron energy loss term for electron-impact ionization given in Eq. In the full CR model, we recall that this term is directly computed based on Eq. (2.6) from the expressions for the reaction rates intrinsic to the model, without any a priori hypothesis. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the results obtained by means of the three models, the Boltzmann distribution and Johnston's results. The full CR model and the QSS Abba model yield electronic energy level populations in rather good agreement with Johnston's results. The QSS Abba model slightly underpredicts the population of the lower electronic levels. The QSS assumption is a fair approximation at this location. The differences between the QSS Abba results and the QSS results of Johnston are not well-understood and might be explained by the different data for the electron-impact excitation rates of atoms or for the radiative processes. The differences with respect to the QSS Park model for atomic and radiative processes are significant: up two orders of magnitude for the upper levels above the metastable states. In conclusion, the standard QSS approach is valid, at this location, provided that a correct set of reaction rates is chosen for the model. This choice should be based on a comparison of the computed results with experimental data.
Toward a simplified CR model
In this section, we further investigate the validity of the QSS assumption, based on the same set of reaction rates, at several locations in the flow. This is a preliminary step to derive a simplified CR model for re-entries at speeds higher than 10 km/s, typical of returns from the Moon. For this purpose, we compute the electronic energy populations of atomic nitrogen for the first trajectory point (1634 s case) by means of the full CR model. From the calculation, we extract the profiles of the flow characteristic quantities (pressure, temperatures and composition). Then, the QSS populations of excited electronic states are computed at a given location; this approach is the so-called "simplified CR model." The flow is investigated at two locations: 0.3 cm and 1 cm from the shock. The electronic energy level populations for atomic nitrogen are shown in Fig. 5 . At 0.3 cm, the populations obtained by means of the simplified CR model are higher than the populations obtained by means of the full CR model; the QSS assumption is not valid in the near-shock region. This difference of populations is much more pronounced for the metastable states that follow a Boltzmann distribution when the QSS assumption is used. After 1 cm, no difference is noticed between the results obtained by means of the two models. An explanation is found by examining the characteristic time for the atomic excitation and ionization processes. For instance, we find that this characteristic time for the first metastable state is of the same order of magnitude as the characteristic time of the flow 5 × 10 −6 s computed at 1 cm from the shock. Based on this analysis, we recom- mend keeping the atomic metastable states as separate species for this trajectory point and computing the upper electronic states by means of a QSS model, in order to reduce the computational cost in multi-dimensional flow simulations. The CR model could be used as a tool to derive effective reaction rates for the simplified mechanism associated with this mixture of species and also the expressions for the free-electron energy loss term for electron-impact ionization and ionization reactions.
3.2. Analysis of the Fire II 1636 and 1643 s cases In Fig. 6 , the electronic energy level populations for atomic nitrogen are shown at 0.5 cm from the shock front for two trajectory points. For the 1636 s case, the low electronic energy levels tend to follow a Boltzmann distribution at the electron temperature, whereas, close to the ionization limit, the excited electronic states approach a Saha distribution at the electron temperature. Since the channels between the low-and high-lying electronic states exhibit finite ionization rates, a lack of free electrons may result in depleted populations for the highly excited states. The distribution is no longer of Boltzmann type and the electronic temperature is no longer defined. The departures from the Boltzmann distribution, which are of the same order of magnitude for atomic nitrogen and atomic oxygen, tend to reduce the radiative contribution to the overall heat flux in the earlier parts of the trajectory. For this reason, attempts to estimate the radiative flux assuming a Boltzmann distribution among electronic levels might lead to an over-estimation of this heat flux. For the 1643 s case, the thermal non-equilibrium effects are located in a very narrow region near the shock. The electronic energy level populations of atomic nitrogen follow Boltzmann distributions at 0.5 cm from the shock. These results are explained by the values of the post-shock pressure p 2 given in Table 1 , much higher than for the first two trajectory points. At high pressures, the plasma is dominated by collisional processes. 
Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the departure of the atomic electronic energy populations from Boltzmann distributions for 1-D air flow simulations for three trajectory points of the FIRE II flight experiment. The results have been obtained by means of a multi-temperature fluid model fully coupled with an electronic-specific collisional radiative model. We have found a good agreement with literature (Johnston 2006) for the flowfield quantities and electronic energy populations. For the first two trajectory points (1634 s and 1636 s), the electronic energy level populations of the N and O atoms depart from Boltzmann distributions since the high-lying bound electronic states are depleted. The analysis of the last trajectory point (1643 s) reveals instead a Boltzmann distribution among the electronic energy levels.
For the first flight condition (1634 s), we have also assessed a standard QSS model widely used in the aerospace community. The populations of high-lying excited states of atoms obtained by using the standard rates of Park (1990) for electron-impact excitation and ionization reactions are up to two orders of magnitude higher than the populations obtained by using the rates of Bultel et al. (2006) , consistently with the results of Johnston (2006) . The excited species of atoms satisfy the quasi-steady-state assumption, except for their two metastable states. It is important to mention that the full CR model is more general than the standard QSS model, since the parameters governing the free-electron energy losses by electron impact ionization are directly obtained from the expressions for the reaction rates intrinsic to the model, without any a priori hypothesis. We recommend that be derived global rate coefficients and free electron energy loss terms in the steady state based on our model, considering the metastable states as separate pseudo-species governed by their own chemical-kinetic mechanism.
Future work
We are currently adding the electronic energy levels of the molecules in the CR model and consider the vibrational energy levels of molecules as well, accounting for their vibrational non-equilibrium (Bourdon et al. 2008b) . These phenomena, generally less important in flows subjected to compression, might become relevant in expanding flow situations affecting the vibrational populations of molecular species that, as a consequence, can depart also from Boltzmann distributions. In a further work, we will use the detailed CR model as a baseline to create reduced kinetic mechanisms for air flow conditions typical of re-entry applications. The number of electronic levels of atoms and molecules considered in the model can be reduced by grouping similar energy levels. This will allow us to extend the use of the CR model for 2-D and 3-D computational fluid dynamic simulations.
